(In bringing me down, all that has been cut in Saint Domingue is the trunk of the tree of black freedom; but it will grow again from its roots, for they are deep and numerous.)
(In the shadow of Toussaint Louverture, the genius of the race, I declare that in bringing me down all that has been cut is the trunk of the tree of peace; it will grow again from its roots because they are Louverturian.) W as there a more theatrically eloquent moment in the whole of Haiti's bicentenary year than Jean-Bertrand Aristide's pathos-rich fi rst speech after going into exile in the Central African Republic? With the unblinking conviction of a method actor, Aristide took on the role that he had long prepared himself for, that of the "Louverturian" martyr, a part that has been handed down from one political generation to the next since 1804.
According to Vodun belief, the souls of the dead return to Guinea, to eternal rest in mother Africa, and in a strange way Aristide's journey back to the Old World bore some of the qualities of that mythical return: a "dead" president, a political phantom, fi nding welcome, solace, and rest in the ancestral homeland. What irony, too, that in embarking on this passage to Africa, Aristide should have to pass through Toussaint Louverture International Airport; it was as if the journey had to be made in the name of the great predecessor. And of course, that is precisely the meaning that Aristide's speech sought to imprint on the whole episode. Listening to that broadcast in March 2004 in Trinidad, one could hear something ghostly about his rhetoric; as he said, he was "in the shadows" of Toussaint Louverture, a repetition, a revenant of Haiti's past. For years, Haiti's intellectuals have been telling us that Haitian history is cyclical or circular, an eternal return to the starting point, and the events of 2004 brought striking material proof of this: not only Aristide's shadowing of Toussaint but also the return to Haitian soil of troops from France and the United States, the great nemeses of the nation.
To the Haitian people and to Aristide himself, Toussaint is known as the Great Precursor. However, given the endlessly circular movement of Haitian history, we must ask ourselves what exactly is Toussaint the precursor to. To be a precursor is to be a forerunner, one who runs ahead and prepares for the arrival of someone or something else. In Toussaint's case, this something else that he precedes and prepares for can be nothing else but the actualization of the radical promise of the revolution: a modern, functioning postcolonial state, a society based on justice and equality-a living refutation of European ideas of black racial inferiority. Th e still-unbroken cycle of Haitian history has yet to deliver that to which Toussaint was precursor. In this sense, all Haitian presidents have been precursors, great or otherwise.
One never has to look far for irony in Haiti; irony litters its history and permeates its culture at virtually every level. How ironic, for instance, that Toussaint and Aristide should both use the metaphor of the tree in a land now notoriously denuded of its forests. How ironic that Aristide should reinvoke the tree metaphor in 2004, a year that brought apocalyptic fl oods, the rain sweeping down to the plains from the bare, treeless mountains. Small Axe frames its project of Caribbean self-investigation around a diff erent, if e similar tree metaphor. We do not know if Bob Marley was thinking of Haiti when he penned his direct and defi ant lyric, but given Jamaica's proximity to Haiti, we can perhaps imagine that something of Toussaint's and Dessalines's revolutionary consciousness has, over time, seeped across the narrow straits that separate the two islands. For if there is one historical event that seems to embody the Small Axe ethic of resistance and creative e self-affi rmation, it is surely the Haitian Revolution. Th e "big tree" of Napoléon's colonial x x small small axe axe army fi nally fell in late 1803 after more than twelve years of determined blows from a small but "well sharp" axe. Th e articles included in this special edition of Small Axe come e from a conference we organized in June 2004 that took place at the St. Augustine campus of the University of the West Indies, in Trinidad and Tobago. Th e conference was named "Reinterpreting the Haitian Revolution and Its Cultural Aftershocks, 1804-2004." Our broadest aim was to reevaluate the revolution, to rethink and interrogate its infl uence in Haiti, the Caribbean, the Americas, and the wider world. We share, then, with the Small Axe collective a belief in the need to continually rethink history, culture, and tradition e in the Caribbean.
It almost goes without saying that there is an intimate bond between history, politics, and culture in Haiti; the poet-president is but one manifestation of this close relationship. If one of the fundamental aims of the new nation was to present itself as a progressive, civilized modern state, then Haitian culture-philosophy, anthropology, and especially d literature-became a primary site for self-promotion and indeed rehabilitation in the eyes of a suspicious, hostile world. As Anténor Firmin writes in the preface to his monumental 1885 rebuke to de Gobineau, the Haitian intellectual was charged not only with promoting Haiti but with "the rehabilitation of Africa." Haiti was the foremost example of what the "black race" could achieve, yet Firmin lays bare a general Haitian anxiety when he asks, does "Haiti constitute a suffi ciently edifying example in favor of the race she is proud to represent among the civilized nations? What evidence does she off er that she possesses the qualities that are denied in African Blacks?" Firmin's proof will lie, he says, in the many "brilliant" works of his fellow Haitians, works of "sophisticated logic and elegant science."¹ A similar impulse to rehabilitate Haiti and the "black race" in general informs the work of Firmin's contemporary, Louis-Joseph Janvier, who exemplifi es the persistent strain of Francophilia that shaped much nineteenth-century Haitian culture and thought in his statement "French prose, Haitian coff ee, and the philosophical doctrines of the French Revolution are the best stimulants of the Haitian brain."² Th e French-speaking Haitian peasants around whom he constructed his fable of the nation were, as Joan Dayan says, "proud, vital, earthy, and black," intimately connected to the land that was itself the root of Haitian authenticity.³ Th e land became the site upon which Haitian culture, especially literature, grounded itself. Th e Indigenism of the 1920s and 1930s would take up the terms of Janvier's vision of the peasant as the innocent, unselfconscious embodiment of Haitianness and would reaffi rm the connection between the land and racial and cultural authenticity. Th e most celebrated literary work of Haitian Indigenism, Jacques Roumain's Gouverneur de la rosée, presents the land as a lost paradise, one that is nonetheless recuperated through the actions and words of the savior fi gure, Manuel. Th e recuperation of the previous wholeness also represents a rhetorical closure, or enclosure, of Haitian authenticity into a fi xed set of tropes and stances: land, race, and the authority of the savior. Given the porous barrier between culture and politics in Haiti, such mythical thinking overfl ows very easily into political discourse, and as J. Michael Dash says, "the seductive reality of authoritarian politics is not far behind these originary fi ctions."⁴ In 2005, in the markets of Port-au-Prince's poorest quarters, vendors pile high biscuits made from earth, water, margarine, and salt. In the past, these mud cakes were eaten by pregnant women, who believed that the cakes had nutritional benefi ts for their unborn children. Recently, the cakes have been bought and consumed by growing numbers of people too poor to aff ord any other food. In the Haitian language, these cakes are called "terre," meaning land or earth. Is this the ultimate irony: a people long fed myths of land and authenticity by Haitian culture fi nally, literally, living on, consuming, and receiving the meager nourishment of the dried-out land? Who said a people cannot survive on its myths?
Just as ironies abound in Haiti, so too is it almost impossible to avoid clichés when thinking about "the fi rst black republic in the New World" or "the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere." Irony and cliché share aspects of dissembling and incongruity, of saying one thing while meaning another, of representing something in a way that may not accord with the actual truth. Haitian culture as it has been known to the world-and perhaps also to itself-for two hundred years was (and is) characterized by clichés: the warrior heroes, the enduringly innocent peasant, black magic, zombies-and so it goes. One of the most pervasive clichés that arises almost without fail in analyses of Haitian culture is the belief in its inherent "richness." What critic has not juxtaposed these two elements: the desperate plight of Haiti and the abundant wealth of its culture? Indeed, we did exactly this in the call for papers for our conference. And on the back cover of the special Haitian bicentenary issue of the French review Africultures, the editors similarly speak of the social and economic "curse" of "this shipwrecked country" xii xii small small axe axe only to immediately evoke its "artistic abundance."⁵ Th is cliché is far from innocent. It functions as a reassuring compensation in the minds of (mainly foreign) critics, a diversion from politics and social realities; sure, "they" are poor, but their culture is rich, and that, to some degree, makes up for everything else. Th e perceived glories and successes of Haitian culture are often used as a convenient counterbalance for frustrations and failures in other spheres. It is diffi cult to say at what point a cliché becomes a myth, but it seems that the notion of Haiti's innate cultural richness has passed that point. We need to interrogate this myth by asking the following: If it is indeed true that Haitian culture is the most "successful" aspect of two hundred years of independence, then what exactly has it succeeded in doing? Viewed from a certain perspective, Haitian intellectual and literary culture since 1804 has failed, and failed desperately. Across generations, movements, and genres, culture in Haiti has long set as its most fundamental goals the advancement and liberation of its people. In February 2005, a colloquium was hosted by the French Institute in Portau-Prince and attended by leading cultural fi gures such as Frankétienne, Lyonel Trouillot, Syto Cavé, and Philippe Dodard. Th e invited speaker at the event was René Depestre, his interest in and commitment to Haiti revived after more than forty years of exile. Echoing once more the cliché of Haitian cultural richness, Depestre spoke of how Haiti remains a "great cultural nation, with a quite singular creative density."⁶ Perhaps the most telling feature of the event was its title: "For a Country Upright in Its Culture" (Pour un pays debout dans sa culture), an eloquent reiteration of the long-held aim of achieving national e elevation through and with culture. And yet, failure is imprinted in every period, every movement in Haitian culture. From the Francophile mimicry of the nineteenth century, the Indigenism of the early twentieth century, the Marxist-surrealist Indigenism that it mutated into and which failed in the "revolution" of 1946, and the totalitarian noirisme of Duvalier, another hybrid off spring of Indigenism, Haitian culture has singularly failed in its self-appointed mission to bring about an "upright" nation or society.
Th e recognition of failure in Haitian culture does not imply that great art cannot emerge from it. Th ere is no doubt that Haitian culture has had and still has more than its fair share of fantastic artists, thinkers, and writers. Indeed, the failure we are thinking of is endlessly creative in that it leads to new ideas, new cultural forms, innovation, and renewal. In this sense, Haitian culture's success is born of its failure. Th e root of this failure lies in the basic attempt to yoke culture to politics and social advancement; the project itself is doomed to fail. Th e problem we are addressing exists more in the reception and consumption of Haitian culture than in the culture itself; in our enthusiasm to valorize and laud Haiti's art, thought, and literature, we blind ourselves the aesthetics of failure that continues to shape Haitian culture. Let us not therefore perpetuate any longer this naïve compensatory notion of Haitian culture as the supplementary counterbalance for all that has gone wrong in Haiti. To continue with this dualistic vision of Haitian culture and society is to carry on a mystifi cation that serves nobody. Lying behind this mystifi cation is the apparent conundrum: How can such cultural richness exist in such material and social poverty? If we give up on this myth, we can perhaps begin to truly understand Haiti, its culture, and its history. Maybe we will fi nd that far from being contradictory aspects of Haitian life, cultural richness and social despair are very closely related. We might wonder how Haitian culture might have been without misery and chaos, we might begin to think more honestly about our own preconceptions and expectations of Haiti and whether we are somehow complicit in perpetuating what we profess to abhor. We might give up on the idea that Haiti is incomprehensible and instead realize that everything in Haiti, all that we interpret as other and baroque, irrational and inexplicable, can in fact be explained, understood, and transformed.
